
                We have had a fantastic autumn term this year, we have been very busy... 
   We have been learning about positive relationships and thinking about seasonal topics.        

 
   

   

                                                              

 

 

 

   

     

    

 

 

We are learning to 

move our bodies in a 

variety of ways, with 

increasing control. 

 

We have been learning about 

the concept of ‘Floating and 

Sinking’ and have used 

different objects to explore if 

they will flaat or sink. We have 

also made predictions about 

objects and then put them in 

the watertray to find out if we 

had guessed correctly! 

We are learning how to count on 

a one to one basis and have 

become familiar with numicon. 

During friendship week we 

discussed what behaviours 

were ‘friendly’ and ‘unfriendly’.  

We then sorted different 

behaviours into these two 

groups and thought about what 

our nursery would be like if 

different scenarios happened. 

We have learnt about 

repeating patterns  and can 

continue a sequence of 

colours and shapes! 

We helped others. On ‘Children in Need Day’ we raised 

lots of money whilst having fun doing Pudsey activities 

and participating in our ‘age challenge’ walk. In nursery 

we we walked for 4 minutes 4 times!! 
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    We have also been learning about different celebrations........         

 

  

 

   

 

  

       

 

Next we will be...  

  

 
 

Extending our learning 

about numbers, by carefully 

counting accurately  on a 

one-to-one basis to 10+ and 

beginning to recognise the 

written numeral, We will 

also use the numicon value 

piece to match an amount. 

You can help me by:                   

Providing me with suitable 

outside clothing to allow me to 

explore the outside environment 

even if it is wet, cold or windy! 

 Learning about the world 

around us by exploring the 

winter season. 

 

We learnt the 

story about ‘The 

First Christmas’ 

and explored how 

families celebrate 

Christmas 

differently.  

We learnt how to stay 

safe on ‘Bonfire Night’ 

We made rockets, 

printed firework sparkles 

and danced like  a 

colourful firework using 

ribbons! 

On 

Remembrance 

Day we thought 

about the 

special people 

who help us. 

.                   

Continuing to write our 

own names, focusing on 

using a secure pincer grip 

and producing the correct 

letter formations in a 

consistent manner .  

 

We also celebrate and talk about our 

own special birthdays! 

We performed on stage for 

our families, singing our 

Christmas songs to wish them 

all a ‘Merry Christmas! 
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